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YHXInstruction manuals can be downloaded from our company website. Please use the following for more detailed information.

https://global.yamaha-motor.com/business/robot/

Procedure to determine the regenerative unit quantity (Single-axis robot GX series)Driver for single-axis robot

* Unable to release the braking effort of a robot with a brake if a brake unit is not available or if a 
  24V DC power supply is not connected.

DriversD. Power

ABS battery

KEK-M53G0-00
YHX-AMP-BATTModel

Parts No.

A unit for releasing braking effort of the robot* with a brake.
Enables robot brake control without an external electrical wiring.
Installed at the bottom of a driver unit.

Drivers

Brake unit

KEK-M5317-00
YHX-AMP-BUModel

Parts No.

Host controller unit 10A/30A
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Drivers

Selection options

D. Power

Drivers

Drivers
YQLink 

expansion unitD. Power

Regenerative unit

Drivers HostD. Power

Regenerative unit

YQLink

When the following conditions are satisfied, one regenerative unit needed.
1. The total motor capacity of vertically installed single-axis robots is 400 W or more.
2. The vertically installed single-axis robots include the following.

⋅ GX07: Lead is 5 mm and stroke is 1000 mm or more.
⋅ GX10: Lead is 5 mm and stroke is 500 mm or more.
⋅ GX10: Lead is 10 mm and stroke is 500 mm or more.
⋅ GX10: Lead is 20 mm and stroke is 1200 mm or more.

3. The horizontally installed single-axis robots include the following.
⋅ GX16: Lead is 20 mm and stroke is 500 to 800 mm.
⋅ GX20: Lead is 20 mm and stroke is 550 to 800 mm.

4. The horizontally installed single-axis robots satisfy the following conditions.
⋅ The total number of GX12, GX16, and GX20 robots is 3 or more.
⋅ The total number of GX16 and GX20 robots is 2 or more.

When the single-axis robot with an operating duty (*) of 50% or more is used for 1 axis or more, two regenerative units 
are needed.
1. The total number of vertically installed GX10, GX12, GX16, and GX20 robots is 8 axes or more.

2. The total number of vertically installed GX12, GX16, and GX20 robots is 7 axes or more.

3. The total number of vertically installed GX16 and GX20 robots is 4 axes or more.

4. The vertically installed GX20 robots are connected to 4 axes or more.

5. The total number of horizontally installed GX10, GX12, GX16, and GX20 robots is 6 axes or more.

* The operating duty is calculated by the following formula.

Operating duty = Total robot movement time ÷ 1 cycle time × 100[%]

For the robot that reciprocates in one cycle, the total forward and backward movement time becomes the “total robot movement time”.
The parts with the marks below are 
their respective constituent parts. YQLink …YQLink expansion Drivers … Driver unitRegenerative unit … Regenerative unit… Host controller unitHost D. Power … Driver power unit

The number of regenerative units to be connected to the                    is determined depending on the configuration of the single-axis robot 

GX series operated by each                   connected to this                    .D. Power

STATUS

ENC.B

ENC.A

STOP

MOTOR

Blue lamp lit: Servo ON
Blue lamp flashing: Servo OFF and ready for operation 
Blue/Red flashing in an alternate fashion: 
Servo OFF and not yet ready for operation
Red flashing: Error
Linear scale sensor cable connection connector 
dedicated for circulation unit
Connector for connecting robot cable (encoder cable)
Use this to build up a circuit to shut off the power to a motor.
When not used, connect with the “STOP short circuit connector”
Connector for connecting robot cable (power line)
· Output U/V/W current output, Brake output

Connector for 
connecting a fan Fan unit connector *

BATT connector ABS battery connector
Power supply 
output for brake Brake unit connector

Power supply input for 
holding braking effort External power supply connector for brake unit or brake

Connector for connection between units (control signal/Power)
Connector for connection between units (high voltage power source for driving motors)
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KEK-M5800-0A
YHX-A10Model

Parts No.Specifications
10A

KEK-M5800-1A
YHX-A30Model

Parts No.Specifications
30A

Drivers

Stop short circuit connector

Used when it is not necessary to shut off the power 
supply to each driver unit separately.

KEK-M5869-00
YHX-CN-STOENModel

Parts No.

This unit drives robots. Use cables to connect with robots.
The unit is connected to the left of the control unit.

Cools down a driver unit. Attached at the bottom of a 
driver unit to send wind to heat sinks. A driver unit made 
to the 30 A specification is shipped out with a fan unit.

Drivers

Fan unit (30A specifications only)

KEK-M6195-00
YHX-AMP-FUModel

Parts No.

* Fan unit is equipped as standard for 30 A specifications.

Order model:
Driver Brake unit Note

A10:YHX-A10-SET
A30:YHX-A30-SET

V: With brake unit
N: None

ABS battery
B: With ABS battery
N: None

The customer assembles the necessary number of driver units 

between the host controller unit and driver power unit to use them.

Note: When the external brake power is input, the brake unit cannot be used.

YHX-A10-SET / YHX-A30-SET    Configuration parts

Control unit




